Implications for integration policymaking
Summing up, our findings reveal comprehensive beneficial effects of the integration policy reform implemented between 2006 and 2008 on provisionally admitted immigrants' psychological, linguistic and economic integration, corroborating thereby its effectiveness. Real-world experience and scientific evidence highlight that integration processes are interdependent: language skills, psychological well-being and social connections benefit, for instance, labor market integration, and vice versa.
Our study confirms this view, showing that comprehensive integration policy reform packages, which address simultaneously different aspects of immigrant integration, are a particularly efficient tool for fostering inclusion of asylum-related migrants.
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The sudden increase in asylum-related migrants in Western Europe after 2014 fostered discussions on the policy measures that countries should adopt to support their integration. Assessing the effectiveness of a broad Swiss integration policy reform (2006–2008), our research reveals comprehensive beneficial effects on labor market integration, language, skills, and psychological well-being among provisionally admitted individuals targeted by the reform compared to asylum seekers, who did not profit from the reform.

Although many countries started to implement broad integration policy reforms in recent years, there is hardly any research on their effectiveness. We addressed this question and estimated the impact of a policy reform in Switzerland on economic inclusion, language skills, and psychological well-being of asylum-related migrants. Between 2006 and 2009, this comprehensive reform package was set up to foster the economic and social incorporation of provisionally admitted individuals (F permit), who often stay for a long time if not permanently in Switzerland.

The reform of Swiss integration and asylum policy

Until 2006, provisionally admitted individuals with an F permit had very limited rights with a legal situation very similar to asylum seekers waiting for a decision (N permit). For instance, they had no right to invite their families in Switzerland, they had only reduced access to social benefits, and entering the labor market was difficult because priority was given to Swiss citizens and foreign nationals with a permanent residence status. Between 2006 and 2009, the legal situation of provisionally admitted immigrants improved substantially. In 2006, a new decree abolished the prioritization of foreign permanent residents or Swiss workers, granting F-permit holders the same labor market access. They were also included in integration and labor market measures under the new asylum law from 2008 onward. Moreover, since 2007, family reunifications were allowed for F-permit holders and the labor market access for provisionally admitted asylum seekers was improved. Conversely, asylum seekers (N permit), who did not profit from these new policy measures.

Integration policy as a multidimensional policy field

By regulating important realms of everyday life, integration policies aim at steering immigrants’ psychological and socio-cultural adaptation, economic integration, and political incorporation. So far, existing research produces mixed results on whether, and if yes, which policy measures are most effective in fostering immigrants’ integration.

A first group of studies analyzed broad measures of integration policy such as the Migrant Integration Policy Index (MIPEX). They are often not aimed explicitly at asylum-related migrants and do not thus allow for a precise identification of policy effects for this particular group. A second set of studies focuses on the effect of single policy aspects, such as long waiting periods until an application is processed. While these studies are more precise in identifying causal effects on the specific group of asylum-related migrants, they do not take into account the impact of other integration policy aspects.

Benefits of the Swiss integration policy reform

In our study, we account for both, complexity and precision. First, by capturing the complexity of a comprehensive integration policy reform, which, second, targeted a specific group, provisionally admitted immigrants. We analyzed whether labor market outcomes, language skills and psychological well-being of F-permit holders improved significantly after the integration policy reform was implemented, compared to asylum seekers with an N permit who did not benefit from these policy changes.

To assess the effectiveness of this reform, we used two data sources. Survey data from the Health Monitoring Program of the Swiss Migrant Population (GMM) of the years 2004 and 2010 was used to analyze the policy impact on the situation of Swiss immigrants with an F permit, who represent an important share of asylum-related immigrants in Switzerland, and who are the only asylum-related group that was surveyed in both GMM waves. We furthermore linked these two longitudinal data sets, the registers of foreigners and asylum seekers as well as the register of the Central Compensation Office, to obtain results on the whole asylum-related population in Switzerland between 2000 and 2013.

Our main results are presented in Figure 1, starting with the GMM-based findings for Sri Lankan asylum-related migrants. The integration policy reform significantly improved the employment rate and the household income of Sri Lankans with an F permit relative to their peers with an N permit. Second, the reform had beneficial effects on language skills. Namely, good knowledge in a Swiss language improved significantly after policy reform. Third, the new integration policy has decreased both the feeling to have no homeland and the feeling of loneliness, indicators of the psychological well-being.

In a second step, we tested the above-described results for employment with the register-based data to assess the impact of the policy reform on employment for the whole population of asylum-related migrants from 2000 to 2013. The main results of this analysis are displayed in Figure 2. The left panel shows the employment estimates for asylum-related Sri Lankans, while the estimates in the right panel are derived from the entire population of asylum-related migrants in Switzerland. In line with our results based on the

Figure 1. Effects of the reform for provisionally admitted Sri Lankans

Notes: This graph illustrates the effects of the reform on employment probability, income, language skills and psychological well-being of provisionally admitted Sri Lankans (visualized by the red and blue dots) as compared to Sri Lankan asylum seekers whose performance is indicated by the vertical red zero line. 90/95 percent confidence intervals (horizontal red and blue lines) express higher and lower degrees of uncertainty of these effects. We can only speak of a positive or negative reform effect if a confidence interval does not cross the zero line. Since “improvement” of an outcome (i.e., use the logarithm (log) of income for the analysis. Employment, household income, knowledge of and less clearly also speaking – a Swiss language increased while the feeling to have no homeland or to be lonely decreased for Sri Lankan F-permit holders when compared with their co-nationals with an N-permit.

Figure 2. Employment effects of the reform for provisionally admitted Sri Lankans and all provisionally admitted migrants

Notes: The blue time trends display the impact estimates for all three years of residence (2006–2008) on the employment probability of provisionally admitted individuals (F permit) for the period 2000–2013 compared to asylum seekers (N-permit holders, red horizontal line). The figure on the left shows for example that the reform has a positive effect on provisionally admitted Sri Lankans from 2006 onwards. For the group of all provisionally admitted individuals (figure on the right), this positive reform effect sets already in 2006 and increases substantially in the following years.